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and business transactions.2 An agreement is an event where one person promises

to another person or where two people promise each other to carry out certain

matters.3 In Indonesia, the classic measure to determining the validity of an

agreement is Article 1320 of the Indonesian Civil Code (Kifab Undang-Undang

Hukum Perdnta lndonesia, hereinafter referred to as the Indonesian Gvil Code),

which is often known as the requirement of the validity of an agreement. The

requirement for the validity of an agreement are (i) the consensus of those who

intends to bind themselves (de taestemming aan degenen die zich oerbinden); (ii) the

capacity or ability to conclude an engagement (de belcrpaamheid om eene aerbintenis

ann te gaan); (tn) a particuar subject matter (een bqaald ondmperp); and (iv) a

lawful cause (eene geoorloofde oarzank). The juridical consequence of not fulfilling

the first two requirements is that the agreement is voidable (oernietigbaar), and if
it does not fulfill the third and fourth requirements, then the agreement is null

and void (nieteg oan recht).a

In practice, even though an agreement has fulfilled the legal requirements

as stated in Article 1320 of the lndonesian Civil Code, an agreement can still be

voidable. As with the old maxim: "atm adsunt testimonial rerum, quid opus est

oerbist (when there is evidence from the facts, then words became meaningless)."

In relation to the annulment of a voidable agreement, even though an agreement

fulfills the requirements of the validity of an agreement, it can be seen in one

legally binding (inkracht oan geutjisde) Court Decisior; namely the Supreme Court

2 Syprianus Aristeus, "Transplantasi Hukum Bisnis di Era Globalisasi Tantangan Bagi

lndonesia," lurnal Penelitian Hukum De lure 1& no. 4 (2018): 513-24,

https://doi.or&/10.3064Udeiure.2018.v1 8.513-524.
3 Niru Anita Sinaga, "Peranan Asas-Asas Hukum Perjanjian Dalam Mewuiudkan Tujuan

Perjanjian " Binamulia HukumT, no.2 Q0TS): L0710, https://doi.or&/10.37893fibh.v72.20.
a Margaretha Donda Daniella, William Tandya Putra, dan Erich Kumiawan Widjaja, "Asas

Itikad Baik Dalam Memorandum Of Understanding Sebagai Dasar Pembuatan Kontrak,"
N otaire 2, no. 2 (2019): 231, https.//doi.or91020473 lntr.vzD.73122.
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Decision Number 1%9 K/Pdt2017, dated 14 August 2017, whereby the panel of
judges granted the lawsuit on the annulment of an agreement under the basis

that the principle of balance is not fulfilled.

In the said Supreme Court Decisioru the plaintiff is PT. Pos Indonesia

(Persero), with the defendant PT. Donindo Menara Utama. The case position

explained that the plaintiff and the defendant entered into a cooperation

agreement to use the land of the defmdant which was made in the context of

utilizing the defendant's land for the construction of the PosindoPlazalShrying

Center with a Built, Operate, and Transfer (BOT) scheme. However, the

cooperation agreement was not fully implemented because of the low interest of

business actors to rent a place at the Plaza. Due to such a situatiorL Plaintiff was

forced to apply an ordinary commercial building rental rate which brought

growth from 2009, which was only filled at 50% capacity, to 2072 where it is

filled to almost 80olo capacity, despite of the dectne of performance in 2014 and

2015. On the other hand, the fact that Defendant still collects additional

contribution fees and fines in accordance with the provisions of Article 6

paragraph (1) letters b, c, d and Article 12 paragraph (2) of the Agreement, as

stipulated in the Deed Number 39 dated November 10, 2003 regarding the

Cooperation Agreement between PT. Pos lndonesia (Persero) with PT. Donindo

Menara Utama regarding the Utilization of Land Owned by PT. Pos Indonesia

(Persero) at lalan Lambung Mangkurat Number 19 Banjarmasin, as drawn up by

Notary Robensjah Siachran, SH. The total claim submitted by Defendant was Rp.

1,,287,023,700.00 (one billion two hundred eight seven million twentythree

thousand seven hundred rupiahs), even though the management of the Plaza

Posindo Building do not provide sufficient income to pay the bill for the

additional contribution fee and fine. In fact, the cooperation agreement between

Plaintiff and Defendant dearly contradicts the principle of balance due to the

unfair and unbalanced imposition of obligations between Plaintiff and
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Defendant. All costs related to investnent in the construction and management

of the Plaza Posindo Building are entirely borne by Plaintifl plus additional

contributions and fines. Not to mention that Plaintiff is charged to build a house

of office as a form of compensation for the utilization of Defendant's plot of land.

Given these reasons, based on the case position of the case, Plaintiff stated that

the agreement between Plaintiff and Defendant is not concluded based on the

principle of balance.

Despite Peter Noll's critique, that: " die rechtxttissenschaft ist bis heute cine

teine rechtsprechung wissmschaft gebilieben" (until now, the science of law has only

remained pure knowledge of the judiciaryf, but it is undeniable that the said

Court Decision creates the potential for annulment of an agreement on the basis

of a legal principle Gn casu: the principle of balance). The use of the principle of

balance as the basis to annul an agreement that has fulfilled the requirement for a

valid agreement (aide 1320 of the Indonesian Civil Code) certainly raises

questions regarding theoretical justification considering that the principle of

balance is at the level of legal principles, and it is not explicitly specified in

prevailing Indonesian laws and regulations. This is in parallel with Sudikno

Mertokusumo's opiniory that "Legal principles are no concrete laws, but are

general and abstract basic thoughb, or are the background of concrete

regulations contained in and underlying every legal system that is embodied in

laws and regulations and in judge's decisiont which is known as the positive

law, and can be found on the characteristics or traits that are corrunon in the

concrete regulations.6 A similar opinion was also expressed by H. I. Homes in his

book Betekenis oan de Algemene Rechtsbegircselm aoor d praktijk, that a legal

s Maria Farida Indrati Soeprapto,llmu Perunilang-Undongan 7 (Yogyakarta: PT Kanisius, 2020).
5 Sudikno Mertokuzumo, Pencmuan Hukum Sebuah Pengantar (Yogyakarta: Maha Karya

Pustttaka,2@0).
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principle is not considered as concrete legal norm, but is seen as general

principles or guidelines for applicable law.7

To date, the reason for annulment of an agreement under the basis of the

principle of balance is still not evident or vacuum (lcemten in het recht). However,

it is also undeniable that there is a need for an arrangement related to the

annulment of the agreement because of the imbalance position of the parties in

an agreement. This is because sometimes even though the parties indeed agree,

the agreement can be said to be unapparent simply due to the fact that a party is

more superior to the other party, and such condition is used by the superior

party to insert clauses that are detrimental to the party whose pmition is less

superior. If this legal vacuum is left as is, thm this could potentially create

conditions where the superior party takes advantage of its position to include

clauses that are materially detrimental to the weaker party. This matter surely

contradicts the old maxim: "inde datae leges ne fortior omnia posset (laws must be

created, otherwise stronger people will have unlimited power)".

In other countries with a higher rule of lmo index compared to lndonesia,

such as the Netherlands, which shares a similar civil law system that is closely

related to Indonesia, has explicitly stipulates the principle of balance in its civil

national law, namely through the concept of misbruik van omstandigheiden.s

Furthermore, the United Kingdom which uses the common laru system also

7 Dewa Gede Atrnadja, "Asas-asas hukum dalam sistem hukum," Kertha Wicaksana 12, no.2
(2018): 145-55, https://doi.org/70 2228 Rw.12.2.721.145-755.
6 B Pumomo, Hartono Widodo, dan M.ftikhardus ]oka, "Penyahhgunaan Keadaan (Mi$ruik
van Ortstandigheden) Dalam Bidang Hubungan Industrial yang Mengakibatkan Pembatalan

Atas Surat Pengunduran Diri Pekerja (Studi Putusan Mahkamah Agung Nomor 1016

K/?dt.Sus-PHI2019)," Krisna Law 3, no. 2 (2021): 1-9,
https:i/doi. org/1 0.37893/krisnalaw.v32.443.
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recognizes the annulment of an agreement due to undue influencee which

incidentally is a manifestation of the principle of balance in an agreement. In

addition, the Uncitral Model Law, specifically under Article 1$ emphasizes

equality or equal conditions in filing cases; thus, Article 18 of the Uncitral Model

Law is actually a manifestation of the principle of balance.

Siti Malikhatun Badriyah stated that the presence of the agreement is to

achieve a balance of interests between the parties.to In fact, Salim H.S stated that

the principle of balance is a principle that requires both parties to fulfill and

implement the agreement.lr Thus, the principle of balance is crucial from the pre-

contractual, contractual to the implementation phase of an agreement. The

manifestation of the principle of balance in the construction of a legal agreement

is also directed at ensuring every consensus will create an equitable contract.

Based on existing research, there are at least some previous studies that

have examined this legal issue. First, the research conducted by Muhammad

Irayadi with the title 'The Principle of Balance in Contract Law" examines the

legal issue of the principle of balance in the perspective of contract law in

Indonesia.l2 The second research is by ]onneri Bukit, Made Warka, Krisnadi

Nasution through his writing entifled "The Existence of the Principle of Balance

e Nabiyla Risfa IzzaQ "Penerapan Doktrin Penyalahgunaan Keadaan (Undue Influence) Sebagai

Alasan Pembatalan Perjanjian Keria Di Pengadilan Hubungan lndustrial" Masalah-Masalalt

Huhtm 49,no.2 (2O2Ol:180-91, https://doi.org/10.14710/1nmh.49.2.2020.1W-191.
r0 Aryo Dwi Prasnowo dan Siti Malikhatun Badriyah, "Implementasi Asas Keseimbangan Bagi

Para Pihak dalam Perianjian 8aku," lurnal Magister Hukum Udayana (Udayana MasW Lout

loumal) 8, no. 1 (2019): 6L-75,h*pslldolorgll0.248(l/jmhu.2019.d8.i01.p05.
tr Togi Pangaribuan, "Pemrasalahan Penerapan Klausula Pembatasan Pertanggungjawaban

Dalam Perjanjian Terkait Hak Menuntut Ganti Kerugian Akibat Wanprestas," Jurnal Hukum I
Pembangunan 49, no. 2 (20079): 443-il,
https://doi.org/http:/ldx.doi.org/70.21143 $"ry.v o149.no2.2012.
t2 Muhammad lrayadi, "Asas Keseimbangan Dalam Hukum Perjanjian," lurnal Hermeneutika 5,

no. 1 (2021): 1-6, https://doi.org/10.33603/hermeneutika.v5i1.4910.
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in Consumer Contracb in Indonesia", examines legal issues arising from

consumer contracts due to the imbalance in the position of the contract

agreement.l3 Thirdly, research conducted by Octaviana Carolina, Suradi, and

Aminah entitled "Implementation of the Principle of Balance in Online

Transactions Reviewed from the Perspective of Law No. 8 of 1999 on Consumer

Protection", analyzes the issue of the principle of balance from the perspective of

online trading transactions and consumer protection.l4 Fourth, research

conducted by Tiar Ramon with the title "Criteria for Balance in Bank Credit

Agreements to Realize Commutative lustice", assesses legal issues related to the

practice of bank credit agreements where prior to signing the agreement the

bank as a creditor has a strong position economically, have prepared the contents

or clauses of the agreement in standard printed form, which creates an

unbalanced situation.ls Lastly, the research conducted by Eni Suarti with the title

"The Principle of Balance of the Parties in the Land Purchase Contract", which

discusses the legal issues of the principle of balance in the sale and purchase of

land.16

Based on these previous studies, it can be understood that this legal

writing has a new idea by examining the nature of the principle of balance from

t: Jorureri Bukit, Made Warka, dan Krisnadi Nazution, "Eksistensi Asas Keseimbangan Pada

Kontrak Konsumen di Indonesia," DiH: lurnal llmu Hukum 14, no. 28 (2018): 2412,
https://doi.org/10.3096/dih.v0i0.1 788.
I Octoviana Carolina, Suradl dan Aminah, "Implementasi Asas Keseimbangan Dalam

Transaksi fual Beli Online Ditinjau dari UU No. 8 Tahun 199 tentang Perlindungan Kosumen "
Diprmegoro Lnt lournal 6, no. I (2017): 1-16,

https://doi or&/https//doi.org,/ 1 0.20885/iustum.vol26. iss2.art8.
rs Tiar Ramon, "Iftiteria Keseimbangan Dalam Perjaniian Kredit Bank Untuk Mewujudkan

Keadilan Komutatif," lurnal Hukum lus Quia lustum 26, no. 2 (2O19): 372-W,

httpsl/doi.org/1020885/iustum.vol26.iss2.art8.
t6 Eni Suarti, "Asas Keseimbangan Para Pihak Dalam Kontrak |ual Beli Tanah" Fakultas Hukum

Uniaersitas Muhammailiyah Palemfung 4, no. 1 (2019): 976-A7, https://iumal.um-

pa lembang.ac.id/index.php/doktrinaVa rticle/view/l 865.
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the perspective of Indonesian contract law. In additioru this study also examines

the practice of the principle of balance as the basis for the annulment of the

agreement by using a comparative approach to the Netherlands and the United

Kingdom. Furthermore, the point that distinguishes this legal writing from

previous studies is also evident in the submission of ideas to reform Indonesian

contract law by stipulating the principle of balance into legislation based on

various legal considerations. Based on the abovementioned matters, it can be

understood that this research has an urgmcy to be carried out considering that

this research will be able to become an offer of legal ideas to create an equitable

contract law.

2. Method
In conducting this researdr, the researcher used the doctrinal research

approach. Doctrinal research is a legal research undertaken to examine primary

literatures or secondary data as a basis for the research by searching relevant

regulations and literatures related to the legal issue examined.lT Statutory

approach, conceptual approactL and comparative approach are also used in

analyzing this research.ra The statutory approach aims to analyze regulations

related to the principle of balance as the basis for cancellation of agreement, zuch

as the lndonesian Civil Code. The conceptual approach is used to analyze the

concepts, theories, and opinions of legal experts related to the principle of

balance as the basis for cancellation of agreement, such as the theory of the

validity of agreement, the reasons for the cancellation of the agreement, etc. The

17 Xavier Nugraha dan Ave Maria Frisa Katherina, "Tanggung Jawab Promotor Perseroan

Terbatas Terhadap Kontrak Pra lnkorporasi Di Indonesia," Media luri^s 2, no. 1 (2019): 1,27-55,

https://doi. org/10.2047 3 lmi.v2i1.1 18 1 4.
It ,onaedi Effendi dan |ohnny Ibrahim, Metoile Pmelitian Hukum Normatif doa EmpirLs, Cetakan

ke fakarta: Kencana, 2020).
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comparative approach aims to analyze the regulations related to the principle of

balance regulated in the Netherlands, hglan4 and the Uncitral Model law.
This study uses secondary data, including primary, secondary, and tertiary

legal materials. Primary legal materials indude laws and regulations that apply

in Indonesia, the Netherlands, England, Uncitral Model Law, and binding

jurisprudence. The secondary legal materials used are book+ journals, etc. In

comparison, tertiary legal materials include online nans and other materials. To

arralyze the secondary data a literature study technique is used after which a

prescription will be made regarding the legal issues studied. Furthermore, data

analysis is carried out through a deduction pattem to describe several regulatory

norrns related to the legal issues studied and to explain legal facts.le

3. Result fi Discussion

.{. The Essence of the Principle of Balance in the Agreement

From old maxim ad recte docendum oportet primum inquirere nomina, quia rmtm

cognition a nominibus rmtm dtpendcf (for the proper understanding of a thing, it is

well fust to inquire into the narnes, because knowledge of things depends upon

their names), it can be understood that in order to firlly understand a concept

holistically, it is necessary to first understand the definition of the concept.m On

this basis, to understand the nature of the principle of balance, it is necessary to

first describe the definition of the principle of balance in an agreement. Rahma

Firlli Febriani and Wiwin Yulianingsih define the principle of balance as a

principle that requires the exchange of rights and obligations in proportion to the

tg Beby Suryani, "Pendekatan Integral Penal Policy Dan Non Penal Policy Dalam

Penanggulangan Kejahatan Anak," Doktrina: lournal of Lmo L, no. 2 (2018):. 69-9,
https://doi. org,/https://doi.org/10.31 289/doktrin a.vh2.1922.
a Wisnu lndaryanto, "Kedaulatan Indonesia Di Antara Virus Corona Versus Asas Resiprositas

Dan Asas ManfaaL" lurnal Legalis*si lnilonaia 17, no. 2 (2020): 121,-fi,

https://doi org/hft ps://doiorg/ 1 O.5 at6D / jh.v 17 t2.654.
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contracting parties.zl Aryo Dwi Prasnowo and Siti Malikhatun Badriyah define

the principle of balance as the ocflrrrence of equality of position between the

rights and obligations of the parties in an agreement with the same terms and

conditions (ceteris pmibus), and no party dominates or exerts pressure on the

other party.z Ni Made Puspasutari Ujianti and Anak Agung Sagung Laksmi

Dewi define the principle of balance as a condition where the parties involved in

an agreement must have an equal position or stance, no one dominates, and also

the parties have an equal bargaining position in terms of the positiory interests,

and rights and obligations of the parties.23 From these 3 (three) definitions, a

synthesis can be drawn that the definition of the principle of balance in an

agreement is equality of position between the contracting parties, which leads to

exchange of rights and obligations that are genuinely in accordance with the

aims of the parties.

Herlim Budiono realizes that the principle of balance holds an essential

position in an agreement, thus Heilien Budiono places it as one of the objectives

of an agreement, which is to protect the expectations that arise from the

agreement, preventing unlawful enrichment of oneself, and preventing certain

kinds of harm.2a The Author seconded the view that the principle of balance is

very essential, to a pciint that it is placed as one of the objectives of an agreement.

This is because without an equal positiory parties of an agreement cannot

21 Rahma Firlli Febriani dan Wiwin Yulianingsih, "Implementasi Asas Keseimbangan Dalam

Transaksi Jualbeli Di Giyomi Id Online Shop," Simposium Hukum Inilonesia L, r:ro. I (2AL9):378-

84, https:fi oumaltrunoioyo.ac.id/shVartide/vie w I 6357.

2 Prastowo dan Badriyall "Implementasi Asas Keseimbangan Bagi Para Pihak dalam

Perjanjian Baku."
a Ni Made Puspasutari Uiianti dan Anak Agung Sagung l*rksmi Dewi, "Tinjauan Yuridis Asas

Keseimbangan Dalam Kontrak Pengadaan Barang / jasa Pemerintah," IGrtha Wicakqana 12, no.2
(2018): 133-39, https://doi.org/http://dx.doi.or&/l0.22225kw.12.2.724.133-1.39.
2{ Herlien Budionq As*c K*etmbangon bagi Hukum Perianiian Indonesia Hukum Perjanjian

Berlandaskan Asas-Asas Wigati lndone-sia (Bandung: PT Citra Aditya Bakti, 2015).
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stipulate the clauses based on their genuine interests. If there is one party that is

more dominant and that party takes advantage of its position, then that party

may impose clauses that are essentially undesirable by the other party whose

position is weaker.6 Therefore, there needs to be an arrangement related to the

principle of balance in the law of agreements to create substantive ad idem

consensus.

In order to test whether the principle of balance has been appropriately

implemented or not, one shall test its workability.26 According to Herlien

Budionq the test is done based on the following three essential aspects:27

1. The actions of the parties;

2. The content of the agreemenU and

3. Implementation of what has been agreed.

Though not against Herlien Budiono's view above, the Author perceives that in

determining the principle of balance, it is more appropriate to analyze it from the

tempus of an agreement or contract:28

1. The pre-contract phase

A balanced position of the parties must exist from the phase before an

agreement is executed, for example, when concluding a Memorandum of

Understanding (MoU), negotiations, and other preparatory works prior to

concluding the contract.

aB Xavier Nugraha, john Eno Prasito Putra, dan Krishna Darari Hamonangan Puta, "Analisa

Daluarsa Gugatan Pembatalan Perjanjian Akibat Adanya Penyalahgunaan Keadaan (Misbruik

Van Ornstandigheiden)" Galuh lusti-si 8, no. I (2020): 54-72,

https://doi. org/http ://dx. doi.org/1 0. 25 l5Zf ustisi .v8 i'1,.3242.

26 Uiianti dan Dewi, "Tinjauan Yuridis Asas Keseimbangan Dalam Kontrak Pengadaan Barang /
Jasa Pemerintah."
z Budiono, Asa:r K*eimbangan bagi Hukum Perjanjian lndmaia Hukum Pnjanjian Berlanildekan

As o-q - As a.s W i gat i lnil o ttc s ia.

a Daniella, Putra, dan Widjaja, "Asas ltikad Baik Dalam Memorandum Of Understanding

Sebagai Dasar Pembuatan Kontrak."
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2. Contract execution phase

At the dosing of this contract, the principle of balance can be seen from the

drawing up of the clauses. If the substance of the clauses is very

detrimental to one of the parties, then one may suspect an imbalance of the

parties' position.

3. Contract implementation phase

There is the potential for a change in circumstances in the implementation

phase of the agreement to the extent that if the agreement was to be

continued, it will cause an imbalance of benefit of the parties. Therefore,

based on the old maxim claux rebus sic stantibns2s, there should be room for

correction so that the parties'position remains balanced.

The principle of balance in agreement actually has juridical consequences,

namely the principle of freedom of contract. The meaning of the principle of

freedom of contract or known as the beginsel aan contractswijheid is the freedom

of the parties related to the agreement.s The forms of freedom of contract of the

parties include:3l

a) freedom to conclude or not to conclude an agreemenf

b) freedom to choose contracting parties;

c) freedom to determine or choose the causes of an agreement;

d) freedom to determine the object of the agreemen!

e) freedom to determine the form of an agreement;

D Dubravka Klasiiek dan Marija lvatin, "Modification or Dissolution of Contracts Due To

Changed Circumstances (Clausula Rebus Sic Stantibus)," Praani oj*nik 34, no.2 (2018):27-55,

https://doi org/Lo 25?.? 4 | pv / !5686.

s M. Roesli Sarbini, dan Bastianto Nugroho, "Kedudukan Perjanjian Baku Dalam Kaitannya

Dengan Asat" DIH: lurnal llmu Huhtm 15, no. 1 (2019): 1-8,

https://doi.org/https://doiorg/1 030996/dih.v1 5i1.22(f.
r Fahdelika Mahendar dan Christiana Tri Budhayati, "Konsep Take It or Leave It Dalam

Perjanjian Baku Sesuai Dengan Asas Kebebasan BerkonEak " lurnal llmu Hukum: ALET'HEA 2,

no. 2 (2019): 97-114, httpsl ldoi.orgll0.24246/ alethea.voD.no2 .p97 -114.
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f) freedom to accept or deviate from the provision of prevailing laws and

regulations that are optional in nature; and

g) freedom to determine the dispute settlement forum.

Thus, as long as an agreement does not conflict with laws and regulations,

morality, and/or public order (for example, in Indonesia, it is regulated in Article

1317 of the Indonesian Civil Code), then freedom to contract applies.32

The freedom to contract from an agreement certainly has consequences, that

the parties to the agreement should obey the agreement made. This is also

known as the principle of consequentialism.s Regarding the principle of

consensualism, for example, it can be seen in Article 1338 of the Indonesian Civil

Code, thah "All asreements made in accordance with the law apolv as law to

those who make them. The agreement cannot be withdrawn other than through

consensus of both parties or for reasons determined by law. Agreements must be

carried out in good faith (underlined by the author)." The ercistence of the

principle of consensualism is generally known as pacta sunt sentanila, which if
freely translated, means that the agreement is binding to the parties as law.r It is

called'binding to the parties as law" since, in philosophy, the agteement is made

by the parties in a balanced state, thus making the parties free in determining the

agreement, then, of course, it is natural that the agreement is genuinely binding

on the parties. The following is a flow chart of the philosophy of an agreement's

binding force.

32MHSusanto,PNAngga,danMHMMarwa,"Jual-BeliSatwaBurungDilindungiNegara:

Tinjauan Hukum Perjanjian Dan Penegakan Hukumnya," Rx luilicata 4, no.2 €021): 133a9,

https://doi. org/http ://dx. doi. org/70.29 406 I 4.v 4A 3fi2.
3 Ni Putu Ayu Bunga Sasmita dan I Wayan Novy Purwanto, "Penerapan Asas Konsesualisme

Dalam Perjanjian |ual Beli Online" Katha Semaya: lournal llmu Hulum 8, no. 8 (2020): LI3&47,
https://doi.or91 024843KS2020. v08.i08.p02.
s M F Gayo dan H Sugiyono, "Penerapan Asas Pacta Sunt Servanda Dalam Perjanjian Sewa

Menyewa Ruang Usaha," JUSflnA: furnal llmu Hukum ilan Humaniora 8, no. 3 (202L):245-il,
https://doi.org/1031 604f ustitia .v8r3.245 -84.
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Diagram 1. Philoeophy of the Binding

Principle of

Balance

Principle of Freedom

of Contract

Principle of

Consensualism

Source: Autho/s result of analysis

According to the author, it would be unfair if an agreement that was

concluded in a balanced state, thus making the parties free to determine the

agreement, and then not having a strong binding force. Without binding force,

the consensus of the parties in an agreement seems to have no value because the

parties can easily deviate or choose not to implement the agreement. This caused

the consensus in the agreement rendered useless. This condition certainly

contradicts the old maxim lex neminem cogit ad aafla seu inutilia peragenda (the law

will not force anyone to do a thing which is vain and fruitless).

The existence of the principle of freedom of contract, which has

consequences to the principle of consensualism, has been misused over time,

especially by parties who have a stronger or dominant position. The dominant or

stronger parly forces or deceives the weaker parly into concluding an agreement

with clauses that are detrimental to the weaker party, even though the weaker

+

+
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party knows such a condition, it is not trncommon for the weaker party to have

no choice but to conclude the agreement. tn its development, the term "take it or

leave it" appears in an agreement, making the parties have no freedom to

stipulate clauses of an agreement.35 The principle of freedom of contract, whidr

Agus Yudha Hemoko referred to as the principle that leads to the existence of a

"partner/contracting partnsr"ao can actually be said to have turned into the

principle underlying the occurrence of a "contracting opponent."

The argument that freedom of contract is actually being misused by the

stronger party so that the agreement is considered binding on the parties is a

manifestation of a misconception that assumes the main aspect in an agreement

is the principle of freedom of contract. However, it must be understood that

above the principle of freedom of contract there is a principle of balance that

must exist in agreement. Without the principle of balance, there is undoubtedly

no substantive freedom of conhact and indeed no principle of consensualism.

The existence of a misconception that considers the principle of freedom of

contract so that it is deemed to create a consensualism can be called ex fnlso quo

libef (misconceptions lead to wrong conclusions).37 To facilitate understanding

the construction of legal consequences regarding the absence of the principle of

balance in the agreement is as described in the flowchart below.

* AnyI Ma, Yu Yang dan Krishna Savani, "'Take it or leave it!' A choice mindset leads to
greater persistene and better outcomes in negotiations," Organizational Bdtst)ior anil Human

Declqion Proces.ses 153 (2019): 1-12, https://doi.orgll0.10L6{J.OBHDP.2019.05.003.
* Agus Yudha Hemoko, Hukum Perjanjian: Asa-c Proposionalitas Dalom Ktmtrak Kctmersial,

Penjelasrn Hukum Tefiang Kebatalan Perjanjian, Cetakan ke (fakarta: Kencana Prenada Media

Group,2014).

' Guram Bezhanishvili dan Wesley H. Holliday, "A Semantic Hierarchy For lrtuitionistic
Logpci' lnilagationes Mathematicac 30, no. 3 (2019): 403-{19,

https://doi. or&/https://doi.org/10.1 01 6lj.inda g.2019.01.001.
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Digaram 2. A Construction of the Absence of the

Principle of Balance in an Acreement

Principle of

Balance

Principle of

Freedom of

;

;

Principle of

Consensualis

Source: Author's result of

The existence of the principle of balance in an agreement can be regarded as

one of the manifestations of the existence of a balanced law. Absent the principle

of balance in an agreement, it is certain that an agreement concluded between

parties whose pooitions are not balanced will not reflect the existence of

contractual justice. Therefore, for the existing law to truly reflect substantive

balance, it is necessary to have constructive legal arrangements related to the

principle of balance. There needs to be legal consequences against agreement that

do not reflect the principle of balance so that the law is not only lex intperfecta

(rules that contain obligations without legal sanctions when not implemented).s

B. Principle of Balance as a Basis for Annulment of Agreement in
Indonesia

s Mark Priestley, "How Useful Are Eguality Indicators? The expressive function of 'stat

imperftcta' in disability rights Advocacy," Eoidence anil Policy 17, no. 2 (2021): 209-26,

httpsl/doi. org/ L0.1332 I L7 4426427X76L4100167 097 6.
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In the present civil law system in Indonesia, the existence of the principle of

balance as the basis for the annulment of an agreement still creates problems.

Such a condition happens because the principle of balance is not explicitly

specified as a basis for the annulment of agreement. As explained previously,

principally, the concept of the validity of an agreement in Indonesia is

determined by whether or not the conditions for the validity of the agreement

are fulfilled.3e When the conditions for the validity of the agreement is re-

examined, it can be dichotomized into two conditions, namely the fulfilment of

subjective elements, which refers to legal competence and the willingness to be

bound; and also the fulfilment of objective element, which means there exists a

particular object and a lawful cause (see Article 1320 of the Indonesian Civil

Code).s In its theoretical framework the non-fulfilment of the subjective

elements of an agreement will lead to juridical consequences in the form of the

potential annulment of the agreement (r:erniegbaar). Meanwhile, if the objective

elements are not fulfille4 the legal consequence is that the agreement is

considered to have never happened or is null and void (nietigheid aan

rechtswege)ll

From the said understanding the principle of balance as the basis for the

annulment of an agreement is unclear (because it is induded as neither the

subiective nor the objective condition as set out in Article 1320 of the

s Purnama Trisnamansyah, "Syarat Subiektif dan Objektif Sahnya Perjanjian dalam Kaitannya

dengan Perjanjian Kefia," Syim Hukum: lurnal llmu Hukum 75, no. 2 (2018): 158-€3,

https://doi. org/1 0 2931 3/str. v1 5 A 2373.
{0 Devi Kumalasari dan Dwi Wadfdiyah Ningsih, "Syarat Sahnya Perjaniian Tentang Cakap

Bertindak Dalam Hukum Menurut Pasal 1320 Ayat (2) KUH Perdata," lunral Pro Hukum: Jurnal
Penelitian Biilang Hukum Uniaasitas Gresik 7, no. 2 (2018): 1-10,

https://doi. org,/1 0.55 129li ph.v7 a.725.
arDian Samudra dan Ujang Hibar, "Studi Komparasi Sahnya Perjanjian Antara Pasal 1320 KUH

Perdata Dengan Pasal 52 Undang-Undang Nomor 13 Tahun 2fi)3 Tentang Ketenagakerjaarg"

Res lustitia: lurnal llmu Hukum 1, no. I (2021): 2G38, https.//doi.org/10.r16306/rj.vli1.9.
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Indonesian Civil Code). In another perspective, the existence of the principle of

balance is commonly known in several countries. First, the Netherland+ which

has a close legal tie with lndonesia, has recognized the principle of balance in its

national law. Furthermore, the United Kingdom, a country that uses the common

law system, has also adopted the principle of balance as one of the principles that

must be fulfilled in contract law.

Furthermore, in the perspective of intemational law, the United Nations

Commission on Intemational Trade law (UNCITRAL) has also manifested the

principle of balance in the arbitration dispute resolution process. The complete

comparison of the manifestation of the principle of balance as the basis for the

annulment of an agreement in the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, and

UNCITRAL is explained in the following table:

TABLE 1. The Comparison of the Manifestation of the Principle of Balance as the

Basis for the Arurulment of an Agreement in the Netherland+ the United

Kingdom, and UNCITRAL

No.

1 Netherlands

Obiect of

Comparison

Reasons for

Choosing the

Obiect of

Comparison

The historical

aspect is one of

the main reasons

the Netherlands

must be used as

an object of

Basic

Arrangemmts

Fomrs of

Arrangements

Related to the

Principle of

Balance

Book III Artide 3: The principle of

44 lid 1 balance in Dutch

conjunction 4 is known as

Nederland "eltenttritdtetxnutic

Burgerlijk ftfi" which means

Wetboek (NBW) lexically "same,
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comparison in

examining the

principle of

balance as the

basis for the

annulment of

agreernent in
Indonesia.

It is important to

note that the

ctr]rent

Indonesian Civil

Code is a Dutch

colonial legacy.

Hence, by making

the Netherlands

the object of

comparisory it
will be easier to

see the problem of

progressivity in

the development

of contract law in

Indonesia.

states:

"Eet

rechtshandeling is

oernbtigbam,

wannesr zii door

bedreiging, door

bedrog of door

misbruik ?)an

omstandigheden b

tot stand gekomen

iloor beilrog of itoor

misbruik van

omstandigheden is

tot stand gekomen"

(which essentially

stipulates that the

agreement can be

annulled when

there is a threat,

frau4 and abuse

of

circumstances)"

"Misbruik aan

omstandigheden is

aanwaig, wanneer

comparable" by

referring to an

understanding of

chcumstances,

positions,

degrees, weights,

and other aspects.

Examining Article

3:44lidlin
conjunction 4

NBW, the

principle of

balance can be

understood as

part of misbruik

aan

omstandigheden

(abuse of

circurnstances)

which is included

in the violation of

the terms of the

vatdity of an

agreement. This is

because the

provision of the a

quo article is
unlimited. Hence,

jo
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iemand die uteet of

moet begijpen dat

eefl ander iloor

bijmndere

omstandigheilen,

zpals noodtoestand,

afhnnkeliikkeid,

lichtzinnigheiil,

abnormale

geestestoestand of

onentarenleid,

bantogen wordt tot

het oerrichten aan

een

rechtshantleling,lut

tot stand komen

aan

die rechtshandeling

banorilert, ofschaon

hetgeenhijuteet of

rnoet begrijpen hem

dnaraan zou

behoren te

aeerhouden"

(Abuse of legal

circumstances

exists when

someone who

it is possible to

interpret the

principle of

balance as a form

of abuse of

circumstances.
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knows or should

have known that

others might be

persuaded to take

legal action due to

being under the

influence of

certain

circumstances,

sudr as an

emergency/

dependence,

recklessness,

addictioru

abnormal mental

state, or lack of

experience,

however, has

prompted another

person to take this

legal action even

though what that

person knows or

should know,

should have

restrained him

not to do so).
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2 United

Kingdom

The selection of

the United

Kingdom as one

of the objects of

comparison in

examining issues

related to the

principle of

balance as a basis

of the annulment

of agreement is

based on a desire

to provide a

broader

understanding in

analyzing the

existence of the

principle of

balance in an

agreement, by not

only looking from

the perspective of

civil law States

but also from

common law

States. In

addition, the

United Kingdom

After the decision

of the Case of Bank

of Credit €,

Commuce

lnternational a

Aboody 0"990), the

notion of undue

influence gained

traction in British

law.

The principle of

balance is found

in the British legal

system in the

form of undue

influence.

Theoretically,

undue inlluence

emphasizes the

existence of

"circumstances"

that influence the

person in

determining his

will in concluding

an agreement. In

other words,

undue influence

emerges when

there is a

relationship

between parties

that have been

unfairly

exploited.

Therefore, if an

agreement does

not consider the
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3 UNCITRAL

is also listed as

the first country

to apply the

doctrine of undue

influence which

relates to the

principle of

balance.

Indonesia is

currently listed as

a permanent

mernber of

UNCITRAL. It is

necessary to

understand that

the existence of

UNCITRAL plays

an important role

in the process of

forming various

intemational legal

products in the

trade sector.

Based on these

reasons, it is

essential to make

UNCITRAL an

Artide 18,

Chapter V Model

Law on

lntemational

Commercial

Arbitration, states

that "The parties

shallbe treated utith

equality and each

party shall be gioen

afiill opportunity of

presenting their

case."

circumstances

and the value of

justice for the

parties, it can be

annulled.

The a quo

provision

explicitly

guarantees an

equal opportunity

for the parties to

apply for dispute

resolution in

arbitration. This

can be interpreted

broadly as a form

of the principle of

balance,

considering that

the principle of

balance

emphasizes a

state of rights and

obligations of the
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object of

comparison to

examine the

principle of

balance in

contract law.

parties that are

"balanced or

equal", thus it also

includes the

balance of

opportunities to

apply for dispute

resolution.

Based on the description in the table above, it can be understood that the

principle of balance in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom is interpreted as

part of the abuse of circumstances. Thus, it is possible to be used as a basis for the

annulment of an agreement. Furthernore, at UNCITRAL, the principle of

balance is manifested in the context of providing equal opportunities for parties

bound to an agreement to submit dispute resolutions to arbitration. In this case,

the principle of balance is interpreted as a principle that seeks 'balance or

equality" over the rights of the parties in order to have the opportunity to submit

a request for dispute resolution through arbitration.

Further, the study of the principle of balance as the basis for the annulment of

agreement in Indonesia can be analyzed by referring to the Supreme Court

Decision Number 1369 Wdtl2017, dated August L4, 2017.In that Case, the

plaintiff is PT. Donindo Menara Utama while the defendant is PT. Pos Indonesia

(Persero). The main object of the daim is related to the provisions for payment of

additional contribution fees and fines as stipulated in the Cooperation

Agreement on the Utili.u6orl of Land owned by PT. Pos Indonesia (Persero) at

Lambung Mangkurat No. 19 StreeL Banjarmasin. The Judge ultimately decided

to:
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1. Reject the appeal from the C-assation Petitioner, being PT. POS Indonesia

(Persero)

2. Revise the decision of the Banjarmasin High Court Number

23|PDT|20765/PT BIM dated Mardr 76, 2016, whidr confirmed the

Banjarmasin District Court Decision Number 50/Pst.G2015/PN Bjm

dated December 2,2075.

Examining the legal considerations in the Court Decisiorr a quo, the |udge
expressis uerbis stated that even though an agreement had fulfilled the conditions

for a valid agreemmt and therefore is binding on the partie based on Aficle
1320 jo. Article L338 of the Indonesian Civil Code, it is still possible to annul the

agreement, as follows:

"The reasons for the cassation cannot be justifie4 as Juilex Facfi has not

misapplied the law, even though in essence what has been agreed upon by

both parties is binding aslawlpacta sunt *rvanda Artide 1320 jo. Artide 1338

of the Indonesian Civil Code;"

Furthermore, the |udge also explained that the justifiable reasons for

nullifying an agreement that had fulfilled Article 1320 jo.1338 of the Indonesian

Civil Code were as follows:

"That in the Case a quo there has been an unavoidable situation where if the

contract is continue4 the pulpose of the agreement will not be fulfilled,

therefore, based on the principle of balancg propriety, and the benefits of

both parties, the agreement must be amended according to the Judex Facti,

but the Decision by the Judex Facti must be changed to eliminate the fines

(durwtgsoml;'

In its theoretical framework, the ratio decidendi of the a 4uo Decision, which

legitimizes the use of the principle of balance as one of the basis for the

annulment of an agreement, creates a new perception in viewing the relationship

between the principle of balance and the validity of an agreement. In line with
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this, a legal maxim readt " Cum duo inter se pugnantia reperiuntur in tatamentb

ultimum ratum est ", which means that if there is a difference in substancg it is

clear that there exists two different percepions. The logical-juridical

consequences of the vacuum of law on the principle of balance as the basis for

the annulment of an agreement as well as the emergence of several

jurisprudences which mention the principle of balance in the issue of the validity

of an agreement in Indonesia, rise multiple interpretations of the principle of

balance: Firs[ the principle of balance cannot be used as a basis for the

annulment of an agreement, Second, it can be a neason for the annulment of an

agreement, and Third, it can be used as a basis for the annulment of an

agreement but based on the notion of abuse of circumstances.

In relation to the efforts to ensure equitable development of contract law in

Indonesia, it is important to formulate the principle of balance to become the

reason or basis for the arurulment of an unfair agreement. The formulation of the

embodiment of the principle of balance as the basis for the agreement

nullification in lndonesia should be interpreted as a form of abuse of

circumstances and set forth in a legal norm. The rationale for this idea is based

on the criteria for abuse circumstances whidr conceptually can include the

principle of balance.

As Setiawan stated that "we are talking about misbruk uan omstandigheden, if.

someone who knows or should have known that another person is influenced to

carry out a legal action because of certain circumstances such as nmdtoestand,

afhankelijkJuiil, lichtzinnigheid, abnwmale geatestoestanil, or onmnrendheid (being

under forced circumstances, dependence, lack of consideration, abnormal mental

condition or lack of experience) continues to seek the occurrence of the legal
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action, while he knows or should have known that he should not do it".12 For

instance, in the a quo casq PT. Donindo Menara Utama acknowledged that there

was a mistake in properly calculating the operational costs that must be paid and

the income obtained from the rental business carried out. ln the end it made PT.

Donindo Menara Utama experienced difficulties in fulfilling the cooperation

agreement with PT. Pos Indonesia (Persero). On the other hand, although PT. Pos

Indonesia (Persero) has known the difficulties faced by PT. Donindo Menara

Utama to fulfill the terms of the agreement, PT. Pos Indonesia (Persero)

apparently did not have good intentions and forced PT. Donindo Menara Utama

to continue to fulfill the terms of the agreed cooperation agreement.

Based on the examined Case, it can be seen that the principle of balance has

actually met the criteria for the abuse of the circumstances, including "there is a

lack of consideration and a state of compulsion", even the |udge in the a quo Case

has implicitly interpreted that the principle of balance and abuse of

circumstances are two thing+ however closely related. The principle of balance

emphasizes the existence of a condition where the agreement entered into has

been desired by the parties by emphasizing the rights and obligations of the

parties fairly by not imposing undue burden to one party.43

In the event of an error by one of the parties in considering the

implementation of the agreement (as in the case described), there will be an

imbalance of rights and obligations, or it can be said that the implementation of

the agreement will burden one of the parties.e Therefore, the absence of good

a Dwi Fidhayanti, "Penyalahgunaan Keadaaan (Misbruik Van Omstandigheden) Sebagai

Larangan Dalam Perjanjian Syarialy" lurlsilictie: lurnalHt*um ilan Syariah9, no.2 (2018):16${3,

https://doi.or8/10.1 88604.v92.5076.
a Sinaga, "Peranan Asas-Asas Hukum Perjanjian Da1am Mewujudkan Tujuan Perianlian."
a Dewi Astutty Modttar, "Asas Keseimbangan dalam Pelaksanaan Perjanjian Anjak Piutang

(Factoring)," lurnal Cakawala Hukum 10, no. 2 (20f9): 7M-55,

https://doi. org/1026905/idi&.v1 0i2.3558.
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faith from the other party to undertake the request for changes to the previously

agreed terms of the agreement can be interpreted as a form of coercion of will for

the other party who has experienced an error or mistake in agreeing on an

agreement. From this understanding the formulation of the principle of balance

in abuse of circumstances will at least be able to ensure that a process of

concluding and implementing an agreement will be based on good faith of the

parties by taking into account the rights and obligations as well as the

circumstances of the parties in concluding and implementing the agreement. In

another perspectivq the effort to formulate the principle of balance also provides

legal certainty to use the principle of balance as the basis to annul an agreement

in Indonesia.

4. Conclusion

Based on the analysis of the study, it can be concluded that the essence of

the principle of balance in the agreement is the existence of a condition of the

parties being equal or balanced in their rights and obligations. The principle of

balance can be used as the legal reason for the cancellation of an agreement as

long it is interpreted in the form of abuse of circumstances. Nevertheless, it is still

needed an effort to formulate the principle of balance into Indonesian civil law,

namely through the formation of a legal product of the Supreme Court

Regulation as a short-term solution and revision of the Civil Code as a long-term

solution.
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